Unsupervised word segmentation methods were applied to predict protein secondary structures. Protein sequences, such as 'MTMDKSELVQKA…..', were used as input to these methods. Segmented 'protein word' sequences, such as 'MTM DKSE LVQKA', were then obtained. The protein sequence can also be 'divided' into segments, such as 'MTMD KSE LVQKA', according to its secondary structure. The boundaries of the 'protein words' produced by unsupervised segmentation show the accordance with the boundary of the secondary structure. This work may spark some more new ideas to develop novel protein structure prediction methods. Our experiment also suggests there may be much more protein sequences in current noncoding regions. For example, we infer 16% area of human genome could be regarded as coding regions.
INTRODUCTION
In 1951, Pauling and Corey predicted the existence of two periodic motifs in protein structures: a-helix and the b-sheet which turn out to be major feature of protein structure. Protein secondary structure mainly refers to the local conformation of the polypeptide backbone of proteins that is often discretely classified into a few states.
Accurate protein structure and function prediction relies, in part, on the accuracy of secondary structure prediction. Current algorithms for predicting the secondary structure provides accuracy rates of about 80% for a 3 state prediction: α-helix, β-strand and coils using neural networks and evolutionary information. The maximum achievable prediction could reach about 85% (1).
Most secondary structure prediction methods need learn the rules from the protein having the secondary structure (training set), and then predict the secondary structure of new protein (test set).
These methods are normally called supervised method in machine learning area. The ab initio protein structure prediction is not dependent on exist structure information or template, only from the amino acid sequence information. It could be regarded as the unsupervised machine learning methods. Ab initio predictions are mainly for ternary structures.
Here we present a novel ab initio prediction method for protein secondary structure based on unsupervised word segmentation method. It only uses the amino acid sequences without any structure information to detect the secondary structures. If this method work, it could also provide another explain about how protein primary structure governs its secondary structure.
Word segmentation mainly refers to the process dividing a string of written language into its component words. For some East-Asian languages, such as Chinese, no spaces or punctuations are placed between letters. The 'letter' sequences must be segmented into word sequences to process the text of these languages. For example, 'iloveapple' is segmented into 'I love apple'.
The word segmentation also contains the supervised and unsupervised methods. The supervised method use the segmented text like 'I love apple' as input. But unsupervised method use text without any space or punctuations like 'iloveapple'. Supervised methods are better than unsupervised methods; however, unsupervised approaches are highly adaptive to relatively unfamiliar 'languages' for which we do not have enough linguistic knowledge (2).
The word segmentation is very similar to the protein secondary structure assignment process. For protein sequences, such as "MTMDKSELVQKA", the corresponding consecutive amino acids of the same secondary structure can also be regarded as a 'structure word'. This process could be called secondary structure segmentation ( Our study aims to develop unsupervised or ab initio protein secondary prediction based on unsupervised segmentation methods. This method could discovery the secondary structure by only amino acid sequences without any structure information. There have been some research the design the methods similar to supervised segmentation to analyze protein secondary structure (3).
Some work also use the mutual information to detect the structure of membrane protein without any known structure (4). But we still didn't find the comprehensive analysis of the application of unsupervised word segmentation methods in structure prediction.
The main idea of most unsupervised word segmentation methods depends on certain predefined criterion, e.g., mutual information, to recognize a substring in the text as a word (5, 6) . Candidate substrings have some basic types of goodness measurements (7, 8) :
(1) Frequency is the occurrence of candidate substrings in the text. Only the substrings that occur more than once are considered as qualified word candidates. Frequency mainly describes the certainty in a substring (9).
(2) Boundary entropy is the measure of the uncertainty before or after the current substring (10).
(3) Description length gain performs segmentation to maximize the compression effect, which is a global effect throughout the text (11).
The goodness score of a candidate correlates to the probability that it is a true word. After constructing a word list with goodness, word segmentation methods can be designed to segment the letter sequence into a 'word' sequence. A Viterbi-style algorithm is usually applied to search for the segmentation with the highest goodness.
There are two representative unsupervised segmentation methods. The first is the Soft-counting method, which use the standard EM algorithm (12) to estimate parameters. The second is HDP (Hierarchical Dirichlet Process model), which is based on Bayes Inference theory (13, 14, 15) and mainly uses Gibbs sampling to estimate parameters. The later one is much more complex than first one, but could get better results in most conditions. This paper applies all these two methods to analyze the protein secondary structure. But we mainly introduce the soft-counting in method section, mainly because it's easy to understand for interdisciplinary researchers.
The unsupervised methods can't assign the structure types because they don't use any structure information. So its segmentation performance is evaluated using the boundary F-score measure, F = 2RP/(R + P). The recall R and precision P are the proportions of the correctly recognized word boundaries to all boundaries in the gold-standard and an output for word segmentation of a segmenter, respectively (Fig.2) . 
RESULTS
Unsupervised segmenting methods require only raw letter sequences. Here is the amino acid letter sequences. Data are selected from the PDB structure database. The PDB dataset contains about 100,000 protein sequences with secondary structures. These protein sequences are used as input to the unsupervised segmentation method. Here we select soft-counting and HDP methods. The corresponding secondary structure segmentations are treated as the gold-standard segmentation.
There are many kinds of secondary structure assignment methods such as DSSP, STRIDE, etc.
These different methods provide different assignments, especially at the edges of secondary structure segments. For example, some analysis showed that the percentage of agreement is only 63% between DSSP, P-CURVE and DEFINE (16) . So our segmentation results are compared with assignments given by DSSP, DSSP-ACC (solvent accessibility), STRIDE, PSEA, KAKSI and XTLSSTR.
Here is an example:
MVLS EGEWQLVLHVWAKV EAD VAGHGQDILIRLFKS H PETLEK F DRVKH L ----HHHHHHHHHHHHHH GGG HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH -GGGGGG -TTTTT -MV L SEG E W QL V L H VW AK V EAD VAG HG Q D ILI R LF KS H PE T L EK F DR V KH L EE B EEE I B EE B I E BB EE B EEE I I I BB I E BBB I BB EE I EE B I EE I EE B EE I MVLS EGEWQLVLHVWAKVE AD VAGHGQDILIRLFKS H PETLEK FDRVKHL CCCC HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH TT HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH C GGGGGG TTTTTTT
DSSP structure segmentation:
DSSP-ACC structure segmentation: The evaluation results of unsupervised word segmentation are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows the consistency between the unsupervised word segmentation and the structure segmentation of DSSP and DSSP-ACC. But it seems that other kinds of structure assignments don't match the unsupervised word segmentation clearly.
DISSCUSSION
Most unsupervised segmentation need select the maximal word length. The segmentation effect also greatly replies on this length. If the word length is too long, there will be too many low frequency words. It's difficult to evaluate the parameters of low frequency words. It's the main disadvantage of unsupervised methods.
Here we set 9 as the maximal word length according to Zipf's law. To align the maximal word length of word segmentation and structure segmentation, we could regard the long secondary structure words are 'compound words', which are combinations of short words. These long compound words can be divided into short words. The segmented word sequences constructed through structure segmentation enable the use of the supervised method to segment the long secondary structure words into short sub-words. The frequency of structure segmentation words is used as goodness to re-segment the long secondary structure segments.
The relation of maximal word length and F-score is shown in Fig.4 : Maximal word length is pre-requisite for soft-counting method. For HDP, it's not a obligatory requirement. If we don't set any word length limitations, the F-score is about 37.6% for HDP methods. As a comparison, the boundary F-scores of unsupervised segmentation methods for Chinese texts reach about 75%. The F-scores for English text deleting spaces between words are normally more than 70%. For protein sequences, the best F-score we obtained is only about 57%. And most such value is no more than 40%. This is could be explained by low frequency words problem.
For the word only appear several times, their statistical features is not reliable. So such words are normally neglected in unsupervised segmentation. It's the main shortcoming of unsupervised methods.
In English data set, the top 10% frequency word occurrences normally account for about 90% of all letters in data set. The low frequency word, for example, 1 frequency words account for about 50% of all words in vocabulary, but their occurrences only account for about 1% of all letters in data set. So although unsupervised method can't deal with the low frequency word, it could still get the good segmentation performance.
Then for protein data set, we regard the segments in DSSP structure segmentation as word. One frequency words account for about 50% of all words in vocabulary, but their occurences account for about 58% of all letters in data set. If we regarded the 20 as the threshold of low frequency word, the occurrences of low frequency words account for about 67% of all letters in protein data set. Such percentage is only about 17% for English corpus. If we set the maximal word length limitation 9 for structure segments, this percentage is still more than 46%.
So in theory, the best F-score is about 33% for unsupervised protein word segmentation. If setting the word length limitation, this value is about 54%. Our experiment results in Table 1 roughly conform to this theory inference.
More low frequency words, lower segmentation F-score. This result could also explain following results:
(1) Reducing maximal word length could improve the segmentation performance. For example, length of 10% of the words in secondary structure segmentation are more than 15. The 15 letters can represent 20^15, about 3.3e+19 distinct words. For 2 letters, there only be 20^2=420 possible words, whose occurrences probability is much more than 15 length words in a same long sequence. So setting a short maximal word length could reduce number of low frequency words and improve the segmentation performance.
(2) HDP method is better than soft-counting. We normally pre-set a maximal word length for soft-counting method. But HDP could automatically select this value. We find the HDP methods select much shorter word length than soft-counting method, which is shown in Fig.5 .
So its result is better than soft-counting. According the experiment above, we could draw these conclusions:
(1) Unsupervised Protein word segmentation is not equal to structure segmentation, but they have close relations.
(2) The long structure word may be regarded as compound word.
(3) Unsupervised segmentation methods could be regarded as an 'encoding' process that enables the sequences expresses the most information. This operation is very similar to the Ab initio 3D structure prediction methods, which seek the lowest energy state of sequence. So the protein unsupervised segmentation may give a new kind of explanation about how protein first structure decides its high level structure. For example, Infants have no preliminary knowledge of languages, but can still identify word boundaries in continuous speech. This phenomenon is the tips for some unsupervised segmentation researches. Similar learning operation may also happen in genes system. Some researches analyze the evolution of human languages (17, 18) . A language begins with few simple 'words'. New terms with complex semantics are eventually invented to convey more information (19) . This process is also similar to the evaluation of genes.
In the future, the F-score of protein word segmentation may be improved in these directions: First, if new structure alignment methods appears, it could set new gold-standard and may improve this value. Secondly, we can wait more protein sequences and structure data. The effect of unsupervised methods mainly depends on the size of data set. Thirdly, we could also add Furthermore, we discuss why these unsupervised segmentation methods work very well for most human languages text, but not for protein sequences.
The segmentation process could be regarded as an encoding process, replacing the letters of a word with related word symbol. A basic assumption of unsupervised segmentation is that the sequences always apply the most effective encoding method to express the information. And the unsupervised methods try to seek such an encoding method. This assumption is applicable for most human languages text. But it seems not very appropriate for protein sequences. There may be two opposite explanations:
First, current structure segmentation is not efficient. This means we can find a different structure assignment method, whose structure segments could express gene's functions better.
The 'Description Length' is normally applied to evaluate segmentation encoding process (11) . A codebook in which each word is represented by a unique string can be used to encode a corpus of words as efficiently as possible. The total number of letters required to encode the corpus (sum of the lengths of the codebook and encoded corpus) using a well-designed codebook/vocabulary would be less than the original corpus. Smaller units, such as morphemes or phonemes, which require fewer code words and thus a shorter codebook, can be encoded further. However, efficiently encoding the corpus becomes more difficult using fewer code words. Meanwhile, some words may never be used when too many words are in the codebook. Thus the length of the codebook and the length of the encoded corpus must be balanced. The Description length principle states that a codebook that leads to the shortest total combined length must be chosen. So 'Description Length' can be used to describe segmentation efficiency.
The description length for DSSP segmentation and soft-counting segmentation is shown in Fig.6 : From Fig.6 , we could find the description length value of DSSP structure segmentation is more than the value of soft-counting segmentation methods. In DSSP segmentation, about 45% description length value is used for vocabulary, in soft-counting segmentation, this value is only 16%. Structure segmentation designs a large codebook, but only few of its abilities are used. Thus, secondary structure segmentation maybe not a good encoding method.
Second, the structure segmentation scheme is very efficient, but our data set is unbalanced. Data unbalance phenomena is very common in corpus construction process. For example, if we only select several paragraphs of a long book to build the data set, this problem will appear.
We construct the experimental data by filter the similar protein sequences in PDB. The PDB protein data could also be regarded as randomly selected from all available protein data. If our data set is unbalanced, it means all current protein data is unbalanced or current methods to detect the protein-coding regions are not very comprehensive. If so, there may be more protein sequences in current non-coding regions.
We could also detect coding regions by segmentation methods. We back translate the DSSP secondary structure words into DNA forms and get a DNA vocabulary. Then we could use this vocabulary to segment the DNA sequences based on supervised segmentation methods. For a DNA sequence, if most of its area could be covered by this DNA vocabulary, we think this sequence is likely to be the coding region.
For example, a DNA sequence "ATGGTTTTGTGTCTTGAGGGT" is segmented into:
ATGGTTTTG T G TCT T GAGGGT If part of sequence couldn't be covered by our protein vocabulary, it will be segmented into DNA letters. We can count the segments whose length larger than 1 to calculate percentage of protein word coding region. In Fig.7 , the DNA sequence length is 21bps. There are 3 protein words ''ATGGTTTTG(MVL)", "TCT(S)'' and "GAGGGT(EG)". They cover 18 bps. So there are 18/21≈86% protein word coding regions in this sequence.
We run this test for human genome. This genome is divided into 500bps equal length sequences.
The test results are shown in assembly HuRef, whole genome shotgun sequence:307501-308000". The green segments could be translated into protein words. Although its 87% region is protein word encoding region, such sequence is normally regarded as no-coding sequence.
For a DNA sequence, if its protein word encoding region is more than 70%, we regard this sequence as encoding sequence. Then in human genome, there will be 16% sequences are encoding sequences. This speculation is quite different with the recognized conclusion.
Although adding these protein word encoding sequences could improve the data unbalanced problem and make the secondary structure segmentation seems more reasonable, these sequences may have no clear biological meanings. So we will discuss the relations between protein word segmentation and gene finding problem in the future.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Protein Structure Data
Unsupervised segmenting methods only need raw letter sequence. We mainly use the data of PDB 
Source code
All source codes and experiment instructions of this paper could be found in:
https://github.com/maris205/secondary_structure_detection
Maximal word length evaluation
We could use "zipf's laws" to evaluate the length of words. The "zipf's laws" states, in a long enough document, about 50% words only occur once. These words are called 'Hapax legomenon'.
Because we have no any structure information, we could construct words by intersecting segmenting the amino acid sequences and calculate the percentage of 'Hapax legomenon'. For instance, the sequence "AAAQL", assume the maximal word length is 2. In Fig.9 , we find 50% line of 'Hapax legomenon' near word length 6. So we set the 9 as the maximal word length for unsupervised methods. If we have more corpus, we could set a longer word length.
Unsupervised segmentation methods (soft-counting)
Most unsupervised methods are designed based on Expectation Maximization (EM) method, an iterative method for finding maximum likelihood estimates of parameters in statistical models. In initial step, it gives the random or uniform initial probability for all words firstly. Here we set probability as 0.1 for all the words.
For E-step, we calculate the probability of all forms of segmentation. For example above, in the first round, the probability of every word is 0. Every segmentation forms all assign its probability to its every words. Then for each word, we add its probability together. For word 'A', its probabilities sum is 0.3988, the 'AA' is 0.3323, etc.
We do the same thing for every sequence in test data. Then for each word, we add its probabilities together as the probability of this word. We should also normalize the probabilities of all words to ensure the sum of all words probabilities is 1.
We repeat the E-step and M-step until the probability of words don't change anymore. Finally, we could get a vocabulary with word probability.
After obtaining a list of word candidates each associated with a goodness like probability:  is a goodness function.
To find the optimal segmentation of a given letter sequence, a Viterbi-style one to search for the best segmentation 
